INTERNATIONAL INDIAN SCHOOL, RIYADH
SA-I WORK SHEET- 2016-2017
CLASS: III EVS
(LESSON-3, 4, 7, 12, 5)
LESSON-3 , ANIMAL WORLD
1. FILL IN THE BANKS
1. A bird makes a _______________________.
2. A lion lives in a_______________________
3. A _______________ lives both on land and in water.
4. A _______________ lives on tree.
5. A ________________ lives in a burrow.
6. The turtle swims with the help of ___________________.
7. A __________________ lives in the shade of trees.
8. Fishes swims with the help of___________________.
9. Birds have ________________ to fly.
10. Fish have neither _______________ nor ______________.
11. Insects like _______________ and __________________ have two pairs to wings to fly.
12. Penguins use their wings for _____________.
13. Frogs swim in water with their____________.
14. Insects like ____________ and ______________ have six legs to walk or crawl.
15. We make coops for____________________.
16. Animals like _______________and _______________ can walk with their two hind limbs.
17. Animals move to protect themselves from________________.

II) TRUE OR FALSE
1. Animals move from one place to another place in search of food _________
2. Grasshoppers are hopping animals.

____________________

3. Different kinds of animals live in different types of places.____________
4. House flies have only pairs of wings.___________________.
5. A cheetah runs very fast with the help of its four strong legs.
6. Bats have no wings to fly.__________________
7. Some animals are very small like elephant and giraffe____________________
III) CIRCLE THE ODD ONES
1. Lizard

Giraffe

Water

Lion.

2. Kennel

Coop

Stable

Squirrel.

3. Cows

Buffaloes

Elephant

Turtles.

4. Rat

Rabbits

Squirrel

Tigers.

5. Lion

Tigers

Zebras

Crocodile.

IV) MATCH THE FOLLOWING
1. Horse

Tree

2. Squirrel

Kennel

3. Rabbit

Crawl

4. Dog

Stable

5. Tortoises

Burrow

V) NAME THE FOLLOWING

1. Any two very big animals.
a) _____________________

b)

___________________________.

2. Any two big animals.
a)______________________

b) ____________________________.

3. Any two small animals.
a) ___________________

b) _____________________________

4. Any two very small animals.
a) ____________________

b) ____________________________.

5. Any two hopping animals
a) ___________________

b) _____________________.

6. Any two good runner animals.
a)___________________

b)_____________________.

7. Any two animals which walk with their two hind limbs.
a) ______________________

b)________________________.

8. Any two animals that have no legs.
a)___________________

b)__________________________.

9. Any two animals that crawl on the ground.
a)_____________________ b) _______________________.
10. Two birds which do not fly.
A )________________________b) ___________________.

Lesson –4 ,Plants Around us
I ) FILL IN THE BLANKS
1. Plants are of different ______________________ and ___________________.
2 Tall and strong plants are called _______________________.
3. Small bushy plants are called ___________________.
4. Plants smaller than shrubs are called _____________.
5. The lotus plant grows in _______________.
6. The ___________________ tree grows in hot desert.

7. The ____________________ plant grows in hot desert.
8. Leaves prepare food for the ________________.
9 ____________________ are called the kitchen of the plant.

II) True or False
1. Plants have leaves.______________
2. Most leaves are green in colour.__________
3. Mango tree grows in desert__________________
4. Pine tree grows in water.____________________
5. Banyan and Peepal trees are example of tall trees.______________

III) CIRCLE THE ODD ONE
1. Coconut

Neem

Mango

Mountain

2. Rose

Cotton

Shrubs

Spinach

3. Banyan

Coconut

Peepal

Herbs

4. Shrubs

Herbs

Creeper

Chair

IV) NAME THE FOLLOWING
1. Any two plants that grow in water.
a)_______________________

b) ______________________

2. Any two trees that grow in warm places.
a)______________________

b)________________________.

3. Any two example of shrubs
a)___________________

b)________________________

4. Any two example of herbs.
a)_____________________

b) __________________.

5. Any two big trees.
a)_______________________

b) ___________________.

6. Any two tree that grow on mountain.
a)________________________ b)

______________________.

LESSON -7- WATER AND US
I) FILL IN THE BLANKS
1. We cannot live without ______________________.
2. Water keeps us _________________ and essential for our ____________________.
3. ______________________ has no colour , smell and taste.
4. Water is purified by big machines called _________________.
5. The underground water which comes out of the ground in the form of a ____________________.
6. Water is collected in big tanks called________________________.
7. Dirty water has ____________________ germs in it.
8. Water reaches our home through____________________________.
9. If water spring is hot it is called _____________________________.
10. If spring water contains minerals it is called ___________________.
11. Some water goes into soil is called _________________________.
12. ______________________ kills germs.

II)TRUE OR FALSE
1. Dirty water can cause diseases like Jaundice.______________________.
2. Water is not very precious. ________________________.
3. Delhi is developed near Yamuna river.______________.
4. We cannot clean water by using a water filter_____________________.
5. Water has no shape. __________
6. We must keep water in covered containers ________________
7 We must save water. ______________________
III) CIRCLE THE ODD ONE
1. Drum

Bottle

2. Lake

Sea

River

Typhoid

3. Boiling water

Water filter

Jaundice

Electrical water filter

Washing

Cooking

Bathing

4. Playing

Tank

River

IV) NAME THE FOLLOWING
1 Two uses of water

a)____________________________ b) ___________________________.

2 Two containers to store water
a) ___________________________

b) ___________________________.

3. Two name of diseases caused by germs.
a)___________________________

b)__________________.

4. Two ways of cleaning water at home.
a)________________________________ b)

________________________________.

LESSON 5, BEAUTIFUL WORLDS OF BIRLDS
I)

FILL IN THE BLANKS

1. The home of the bird is called a ______________.
2. ______________ birds spend most of their time in water.
3. Ducks have___________________ feet to swim in water.
4. The bird that can fly over long distance is_____________.
5. ______________ never make their own nest.
6. _____________________ makes its nest on high tree.
7. _______________________ sews its nest with its beak.
8. Birds have ______________________bones filled with air.
9. ______________________ feathers keep the birds body warm.
10. ________________________ feathers are attached to the wings and the tail.
11. Aquatic birds have ________________________that keep their feathers waterproof.

II)TRUE OR FALSE
1. Wood pecker makes its nest in tree trunk.____________
2 Ducks and Pelicans are flightless birds.________________
3. Kiwi and Ostrich are aquatic birds_____________________.
4. Sparrow makes it nest on high tree._____________________
5.A new born bird has a lot of down feather._________________________

III) MATCH THE FOLLOWING
1 Vulture

Chisel beak

2. Ducks

fly at great height

3. Wood Peacker

flightless birds

4. Emu

webbed feet

5. Bulbul

fly at low height

IV) NAME THE FOLLOWING
1. Any two flightless birds.
a)___________________________

b)___________________

2 Any two aquatic birds.
a)________________________________

b) ____________________.

3 Any two birds fly at over long distance.
a)_________________________________ b) ___________________.
4. Any two birds fly at over short distance.
a)_________________________ b)_________________.
5. Any two bird fly at low height.
a)_______________________________ b )___________________.
LESSON 12- HOUSE WE MAKE
I)

FILL IN THE BLANKS

1. _________________________ are easy to put up.
2. A _____________________________ is a floating house.
3. A _____________________________ is a house on wheel.

4. The early humans lived in __________________.
5. A tent is made up of _____________.
6. ____________________ live in wheel caravans.
7. We find houseboats in the _______________________lake of Kashmir.
8. A house made of ice and snow is called an

_________________.

9. _____________________________ have round roof tops and small doors.
10. A __________________________ is used to enter a stilt house.
11. A _____________________________ house is good for health.
II)TRUE OR FALSE
1. Nomads live in wheel caravans.
2. A tent is a permanent house.
3. House made of mud, dry leaves, straw, and bamboo is a pakka house.
4. Houses protect humans from wild animals.
5. A kachcha house is very strong.
6. Animals and birds have shelters.
III) NAME THE FOLLOWING
1. The house made of ice _______________.
2. Name two temporary houses_________________, ___________________.
3. The house stands on wooden poles._______________________.
DIAGRAM:
1. Label the parts of a bird (6 parts).
2. Draw and colour an igloo and a tent
Learn TB Ex., Notebook Ex. And Read the lessons.

